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The guide to preparing for
your visit is best read having
previously watched our video
for preparing for your visit.
Our preparing for your visit
video has more information
such as toilets and quiet
spaces.

The Forum and Norwich Science Festival
guide to preparing for your visit has been
compiled by The Forum Trust.
Thank you to Lee Goater for providing
see, touch, smell and hear icons.

Thank you to The Eureka! National
Children's Museum for providing the
inspiration for our guide.

You can find our video at:
norwichsciencefestival.co.uk/plan-yourvisit/

The Forum and Norwich Science Festival guide to preparing for
your visit has been produced by Danielle Engelbrecht.
Our preparing for your visit video has been produced by Zoe
Ford.

The most important thing about
visiting The Forum is to have
fun and to learn lots at Norwich
Science Festival!

When I visit The Forum for
Norwich Science Festival
there are lots of things to:

Hear
See
Touch
Smell
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The Forum is a public building
Home to a variety of events, the Norfolk
and Norwich Millennium Library, the
Norwich Tourist Information Centre, The
Forum Shop by Jarrold, many businesses,
a café and a restaurant.
I might Feel:
Other temperatures

The Auditorium
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I might hear:
Loud speakers

Inside The Forum Gallery and
auditorium at Norwich Science
Festival

I might see:

I might smell:

A change in
lighting

Different smells

The Gallery
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During Norwich Science Festival, The
Forum is a place where I can have lots of
fun, join in with lots of things and learn
loads.
Lots of people visit The Forum for Norwich
Science Festival and sometimes there may
be a queue for a few minutes to get to talks,
workshops or activities.

When I’m at The Forum for
Norwich Science Festival
I don’t have to stay inside any part of The
Forum.
I can leave any talk, workshop or activity
when I want, and come back again as long
as I go with my parent or carer.
Norwich Science Festival volunteers are
special people who can help me to enjoy the
Festival and answer any questions I have.

The rule is that I am not allowed to eat my
own packed lunch at Pizza Express or in
the café; but I can eat my lunch outside
The Forum.
Every public building has to have a fire
alarm, the fire alarm at The Forum starts
with a siren. Then a person’s voice speaks
over the loudspeaker. The person that is
with me will tell me what to do.

They will be wearing t-shirts like this:

Front

Back
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Eating at The Forum
There is a café and a Pizza Express at The
Forum


I can look at the Pizza Express menu
online before I visit and book for a space
to make sure I can eat there when I want
OR



I can choose on the day when I am in the
café or Pizza Express
OR



I can bring my own packed lunch if I want

Both the café and Pizza Express will be
busy during Norwich Science Festival and I
can eat outside of The Forum if I want to.

I can bring my own ear defenders or ask
for some at the Building Services desk. I
can wear my ear defenders whenever I
want to at the Festival.
If I need help I can ask one of
Norwich Science Festival
Helpers or I can get the person
who is with me to ask.
I can also ask for help at the Information
Desk or I can get the person who is with me
to ask.

When I’m outside The Forum for
Norwich Science Festival
I might see:









Children playing or people walking around
Steps outside The Forum
An eating area outside the café
Lots of activities to play with and stands to
visit
Bicycles, buses or cars
Police, security staff or Forum staff
The Forum building with lots of glass
windows
Large sculptures, banners or displays

I might feel:


The changing textures of
the floor through my shoes



The warmth from the building’s heating



People pushing to get past me



The metal or glass in the building



Leaflets, paper or books from activity
stands



Plastic, paper, wooden or metal pieces
from activity stands
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Inside The Forum for Norwich
Science Festival
I might smell:

I might hear:



Coffee or food from the café



Other people



Damp clothes from the rain



Books or leaflets from stands or in the
Millennium Library





Children shouting,

laughing or crying


Car horns, bus horns or bicycle bells



People talking, sometimes in different

Activities on stands

languages


Noise from visual displays



Lots of activities to play with and stands
to visit



Pigeons fluttering around



Umbrellas being shaken to remove
water
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Rain on displays or windows

When I’m outside The Forum for
Norwich Science Festival
I might smell:








Coffee or food from the café
Food from the market
Car or bus fumes
Other people
Damp clothes from the rain
Rubbish from the bins
Soil from plants
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I might hear:


Children shouting, laughing
or crying



People talking, sometimes in different
languages



Lots of activities to play with and stands
to visit



Coffee machines in the café



A person’s voice speaking over the
loudspeaker
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Inside The Forum for Norwich
Science Festival
I might feel:

I might see:


 Steps inside The
Lots of people
Forum
moving or rushing

Lots of activities
to play with and
stands to visit





Children playing





People walking
around





An eating area
upstairs and
downstairs




Lots of glass
windows and
panels
Large sculptures or
equipment
Security of The
Forum staff
People taking
images

I might see lots of things happening all at
once.
The stands and activities will change every
day of Norwich Science Festival, so I may
not see them the next time I visit.



Concrete



Metal



Plants



Water



Plastic



Soil



Sand



Wind



Rain



People pushing to get past me

When I enter The Forum for
Norwich Science Festival
During the Festival there will be lots of
people entering and exiting the building.
There are two entrances to the building.
I can use the quieter entrance to the left of
The Forum main entrance when entering
and exiting the building if I want to.

For the doors to open at the quieter
entrance, I must push the button to the
right of the door and stand back to let it
open.

